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Vision and Visibility: Top 10 Threat Detections Across Microsoft 
Azure AD and Office 365

Executive summary

The cloud continues to change everything we know about security, and even 
companies that were traditionally cloud adverse are now looking for new ways to 
protect assets and employees. This can seem like a daunting task, however, by 
collecting the right data and having meaningful artificial intelligence (AI), security 
teams can have the vision and visibility required to detect potentially dangerous 
activity across cloud applications. 

In this Spotlight Report, we’ll discuss the top 10 threat detections seen across the  
Vectra customer base that help ratify attacks across Microsoft Azure AD and 
Microsoft Office 365. These are the detections our customers receive to distinguish 
whether cloud activity is an adversary or a privileged user. All of the data presented 
represents real detection examples that security organizations receive from 
Vectra when something out of the ordinary happens. The findings include: 

• Top 10 Threat Detections: Detecting infrequent behavior that is abnormal 
or unsafe across Microsoft Azure AD and Office 365. Find out what these 
threat detections could mean in your environment. 

• Detections Based on Company Size: See how the Top 10 threat detections 
measure up for different sized companies, and why the Office 365 Risky 
Exchange Operation detection tops the list which could mean an attacker  
is trying to gain access. 

• Detecting a Compromise: Find out how the risks associated with these 
threat detections can help you avoid a costly supply chain attack.
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Detection Name

Azure AD Redundant Access Creation

Azure AD Suspicious Operation

O365 External Teams Access

O365 Risky Exchange Operation

O365 Suspicious Download Activity

O365 Suspicious Mail Forwarding

O365 Suspicious Power Automate Flow Creation

O365 Suspicious Sharepoint Operation

O365 Suspicious Sharing Activity

O365 Unusual eDiscovery Search
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Get the full report

Read the Spotlight Report: Top 10 Threat Detections Across Microsoft 
Azure AD and Office 365 to see what activity is triggering detections 
across these popular cloud applications. 

Cognito® Detect for Office 365 from Vectra® automatically detects and  
responds to hidden cyberattacker behaviors, accelerates incident 
investigations, and enables proactive threat hunting.
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